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Clustering
May 6-May 11
Textbook, Chapter 16, 17

Supervised learning vs. unsupervised learning
• Supervised learning:
– Discover patterns in the data that relate data attributes with
a target (class) attribute.
– These patterns are then utilized to predict the values of the
target attribute in future data instances.
• Unsupervised learning:
– The data have no target class.
– Discover “classes” (clusters) in the data.
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Clustering Exercise 1
Document A: This reclassification has implications for
conservation. If there are two separate species, each will
be less abundant and could be more endangered than a
more numerous and wide-ranging single species.
Document B: Through the 1980s, Loxodonta received
worldwide attention due to the dwindling numbers of
major populations in East Africa, largely as a result of
poaching.
Document C: Nast drew a donkey clothed in lion's skin,
scaring away all the animals at the zoo. One of those
animals, the elephant, was labeled "The Republican Vote."
That's all it took for the elephant to become associated
with the Republican Party.
Document D: Conversely, there is also a potential danger
that, if the forest elephant is not explicitly listed as an
endangered species, poachers and smugglers might be able
to evade the law forbidding trade in endangered animals
and their products.

Document E: Normally, they inhabit the dense African rain
forests of central and western Africa, although
occasionally they roam the edges of forests, thus
overlapping the Savanna elephant territories and
hybridizing.
Document F: After years of intensive research on the
subject, our crack team of political zoologists has
identified four species of the endangered American
Conservative, currently numbered at approximately one
third of the general population.

Document G: Thomas Nast had a donkey frightening
great many animals except a giant elephant and then later
after a loss he showed the elephant no longer victorious
but bandaged.

Document H: Republicans emphasize the role of free
markets and individual achievement as the primary factors
behind economic prosperity. To this end, they favor
laissez-faire economics, fiscal conservatism, and the
promotion of personal responsibility over welfare
programs.

Adapted from Andrew Moore, http://www.autonlab.org/tutorials/gmm
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Adapted from Andrew Moore, http://www.autonlab.org/tutorials/gmm

Adapted from Andrew Moore, http://www.autonlab.org/tutorials/gmm
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Clustering Exercise 2

K-means algorithm
Input: k, D;
Choose k points as initial centroids (cluster centers);
Repeat the following until the stopping criterion is met:
For each data point x ∈D do
compute the distance from x to each centroid;
assign x to the closest centroid;
Re-compute centroids as means of current cluster memberships

µj =

1
Nj

Nj

∑x

i

for each xi in cluster j.

i =1

Typically uses Euclidean or Cosine distance, though there are other possible
distance metrics
Adapted from Bing Liu, UIC
http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/teach/cs583-fall-05/CS583-unsupervised-learning.ppt
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Stopping/convergence criterion
1.

no (or minimum) re-assignments of data points to different
clusters,

2.

no (or minimum) change of centroids, or

3.

minimum decrease in the sum of squared error (SSE),
k

SSE =

∑∑
j =1

x∈C j

dist ( x, m j ) 2

(1)

Ci is the jth cluster, mj is the centroid of cluster Cj (the
mean vector of all the data points in Cj), and dist(x, mj) is
the distance between data point x and centroid mj.
Adapted from Bing Liu, UIC
13
http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/teach/cs583-fall-05/CS583-unsupervised-learning.ppt

Example: Image segmentation by k-means
clustering
From http://vitroz.com/Documents/Image%20Segmentation.pdf

K=5, RGB space
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K=10, RGB space

K=5, RGB space
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K=10, RGB space

K=5, RGB space
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K=10, RGB space

Weaknesses of k-means
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Weaknesses of k-means
• The algorithm is only applicable if the mean is defined.
– For categorical data, k-mode - the centroid is represented
by most frequent values.

Weaknesses of k-means
• The algorithm is only applicable if the mean is defined.
– For categorical data, k-mode - the centroid is represented
by most frequent values.
• The user needs to specify k.
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Weaknesses of k-means
• The algorithm is only applicable if the mean is defined.
– For categorical data, k-mode - the centroid is represented
by most frequent values.
• The user needs to specify k.
• The algorithm is sensitive to outliers
– Outliers are data points that are very far away from other
data points.
– Outliers could be errors in the data recording or some
special data points with very different values.

Weaknesses of k-means
• The algorithm is only applicable if the mean is defined.
– For categorical data, k-mode - the centroid is represented
by most frequent values.
• The user needs to specify k.
• The algorithm is sensitive to outliers
– Outliers are data points that are very far away from other
data points.
– Outliers could be errors in the data recording or some
special data points with very different values.
• k-means is sensitive to initial random centroids
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Weaknesses of k-means
• The algorithm is only applicable if the mean is defined.
– For categorical data, k-mode - the centroid is represented
by most frequent values.
• The user needs to specify k.
• The algorithm is sensitive to outliers
– Outliers are data points that are very far away from other
data points.
– Outliers could be errors in the data recording or some
special data points with very different values.
Adapted from Bing Liu, UIC
http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/teach/cs583-fall-05/CS583-unsupervised-learning.ppt

Weaknesses of k-means: Problems with
outliers

CS583, Bing Liu, UIC
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How to deal with outliers/noise in clustering?

Dealing with outliers
• One method is to remove some data points in the
clustering process that are much further away from the
centroids than other data points.
– To be safe, we may want to monitor these possible outliers over
a few iterations and then decide to remove them.

• Another method is to perform random sampling. Since in
sampling we only choose a small subset of the data points,
the chance of selecting an outlier is very small.
– Assign the rest of the data points to the clusters by distance or
similarity comparison, or classification

CS583, Bing Liu, UIC
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Weaknesses of k-means (cont …)

• The algorithm is sensitive to initial seeds.
+

+

CS583, Bing Liu, UIC

Weaknesses of k-means (cont …)
• If we use different seeds: good results
+
+

There are some
methods to help
choose good seeds

CS583, Bing Liu, UIC
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Weaknesses of k-means (cont …)
• The k-means algorithm is not suitable for discovering
clusters that are not hyper-ellipsoids (or hyper-spheres).

+

CS583, Bing Liu, UIC

K-means summary
• Despite weaknesses, k-means is still the most popular
algorithm due to its simplicity, efficiency and
– other clustering algorithms have their own lists of
weaknesses.
• No clear evidence that any other clustering algorithm performs
better in general
– although they may be more suitable for some specific types
of data or applications.
• Comparing different clustering algorithms is a difficult task.
No one knows the correct clusters!
CS583, Bing Liu, UIC
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Time complexity of K-means
•

Computing a vector distance: O(M), where M is length of vector

•

On each iteration of K-means, Need to compute KN distances, where N is
the number of vectors and K is the number of cluster means: O(KNM)

•

For I iterations, O(IKNM) : linear!

•

Only possible bad thing is computing dot products between high
dimensional vectors. Will this be a problem in practice?
– Sparse vectors in data
– Dense vectors in centroid
– But can do feature selection for centroid

How to evaluate clusters produced by k-means or
hierarchical clustering?
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How to evaluate clusters produced by k-means or
hierarchical clustering?
Hard to evaluate if we don’t already know the correct clusters
Types of evaluation
– Unsupervised:
• cluster cohesion (compactness)
• cluster separation (isolation
– Supervised
• How well clusters match externally supplied class labels

Unsupervised evaluation measures
Residual Sum of Squares (RSS)
RSSk =

∑ x−µ

2
k

x∈cluster k

1

cohesion (Ci ) =

∑ (distance(x, y ) )
x , y∈Ci

separation (Ci , C j ) =

∑ (distance(x, y ) )
x∈Ci , y∈C j
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Supervised evaluation measures
• Entropy: Degree to which each cluster consists of objects of a
single class.
Let pij =mij/mi, where mi is the number of objects in cluster Ci and
mij is the number of objects of class j in cluster Ci. Thus pij is the
probability that a member of cluster Ci is in class j.
L

entropy(Ci ) = −∑ pij log 2 pij
j =1

Example: Assume two clusters, Ci and Cj.
What is entropy of Ci if pij = 0?

Ci

Cj

What is entropy of Ci if pij = 1?

Ci

Cj

What is entropy of Ci if one half the instances in cluster i are in
class j?
Ci

Cj
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• Precision: Fraction of a cluster Ci that consists of objects of a
specified class j.
precision(Ci , j ) = pij

• Recall: Fraction of objects of class j that are contained in
cluster Ci .
mij
recall (Ci , j ) =
mj

• F-measure: Extent to which a cluster Ci contains only objects
of a particular class j and all objects of that class.
f (Ci , j ) =

2 × precision(Ci , j ) × recall (Ci , j )
precision(Ci , j ) + recall (Ci , j )

Example: Assume two clusters, Ci and Cj.
What is f(Ci , j) if pij = 0?

Ci

Cj

What is f(Ci , j) if pij = 1?

Ci

Cj

What is f(Ci , j) if one half the instances in cluster i are in class j?

Ci

Cj
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Finding the K for K-means
(“Cluster Cardinality”)
• How to decide K?
• Naive guess: use K that minimizes RSSK
– Problem?
• Other ideas?

Model-Based Clustering
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